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SUMMARY 
A low- speed investigation was made in the 6- by 6-foot test section 
of the Langley stability tunnel to determine the effects of chord dis -
continuit i es and chordwise fences on the static longitudinal stability 
and wake characteristics of an airplane model having a 350 sweptback 
wing . 
The use of a fence or a IO - percent - semispan chord- extension, with 
the inboard face of the chord - extension at the same spanwise location 
as the fence , caused a slight improvement in the static longitudinal 
stability of the basic wing alone at moderate angles of attack which 
resulted from an improvement in the flow over the tip of the wing and 
higher tip loadings for a given angle of attack . 
A fence located at 68 - percent semispan from the plane of symmetry 
or a lO- percent - semispan chord - extension with the inboard face at the 
same spanwise location as the fence reduced the instability of the plain 
complete model at moderate angles of attack to neutral stability . The 
fence acted as a physical barrier to the leading- edge separation vortex 
thereby i mproving the flow over the wing outboard of the fence. The 
main effect of the fence was to provide a more favorable variation of 
downwash angle with angle of attack at the horizontal tail . The chord-
extension provided an aerodynamic barrier in addition to a physical 
barrier to the separation vortex. The aerodynamic barrier was a vortex 
along the inboard face of the chord- extension. The chord- extension also 
mainly prov ided a more favorable variation of downwash angle with angle 
of attack at the horizontal tail . The chord recessions investigated did 
not appreciably reduce the instability of the plain complete model because 
of a lack of an aerodynamic or physical barrier to the separation vortex. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A low- speed i nvest i gation of an a irplane model having a 350 swept -
back wing has indicated that the instability which occurred at low 
angles of att ack and was attributable to an unstable variation of down-
wash angle with angle of attack at the horizontal tail could be eliminated 
by the use of a chordwis e fence (reference 1) or by lowering the hori-
zontal t a il to the fuselage center line (reference 2). Only neutral 
stability was obt a ined by either method , however. The effects of the 
fence (reference 1) on the longitudinal stability of the model varied 
considerably with spanwise position of the fence . 
Two low-speed investigati ons , one of a 600 sweptback wing (refer-
ence 3) a nd one of two 520 sweptback wings (reference 4), have indicated 
that a mar ked improvement in the static longitudinal stability of a wing 
alone can be obtai ned with the use of small chord-extens ions with results 
simi lar to those whi ch would be expected with a chordwi se fence. The 
investi gation of reference 1 di d not determine the effects of the fence 
on the flow over the wing surface or in the wing wake. Visual observa-
tions of the effects of chord- extensions on the flow over the wings were 
made in the investigations reported in r eferences 3 and 4, however. 
The present investigat i on wa s made to determine the effects of 
var i ous chord discontinuities and chordwise fences on the static longi-
tud i nal stab i l ity char acter istics of an a irplane model having a 350 
sweptback wing . In addition, downwash, sidewash, and dynamic - pressure 
measurements were made with various chord discontinuities mounted on 
the model . These surveys were made in the plane of the horizontal tail 
along a line pass ing through the tail a erodynami c center. 
The data presented herei n ar e in the form of standard NACA symbols 
and coefficients of forces and moments and are referred to the stability 
system of axes wi th the origi n at the projection of the quarter - chord 
point of the mean aerodynamic chord on the plane of symmetry . The 
pos itive direction of the forces , moment s, and angular displacements is 
shown in figure 1 . The coefficients and symbols used her ein are defined 
as follows : 
CLmax 
lift coefficient (L) qSw 
maximum l ift coefficient 
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drag coefficient (~) 
qSw 
p i tching-moment coefficient (. M ) 
\ qSWCw 
lift, pounds 
drag, pounds 
pitching moment , foot - pounds 
aspect ratio (b2/S) 
span, feet 
area, square feet 
local chord parallel to plane of symmetry, feet 
mean aerodynamic chord, feet ~ J:b/ 2 c2dy) 
density of air, slugs per cubic foot 
free - stream velocity, feet per second 
measured ratio of dynamic pressure at horizontal to free -
stream dynamic pressure 
free - stream dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot (~v2) 
dynamic pressure at horizontal tail, pounds per square foot 
measured downwash angle , degrees 
measured sidewash angle (positive when it tends to decrease 
angle of attack of vertical tail) , degrees 
incidence of wing - root - chord plane with respect to fuselage 
center line, degrees ( 30 for model of this investigation) 
angle of attack of fuselage center line , degrees (angle of 
attack of-wing is related to angle of attack of fuselage 
center line by Uw = uF + iw (see fig . 1)) 
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Subscripts: 
F 
H 
w 
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spanwise distance measured perpendicular to plane of symmetry, 
feet 
fuselage 
horizontal tail 
wing 
For convenience, the following notation will be used to denote the 
various model components : 
w wing 
W + F + V wing, fuselage, and vertical tail 
W+F+V+H wing, fuselage , vertical and horizontal t ails 
APPARATUS , MODEL, AND TESTS 
The present investigation was conducted in the 6- by 6-foot test 
section of the Langley stability tunnel with the model mounted at the 
origin of the axes system (projection of quarter-chord point of the mean 
aerodynamic chord on plane of symmetry) on a single support strut. The 
strut was attached to a six- component balance system. 
The fuselage and the vertical and horizontal (00 incidence) tails 
were previously used for the investigation reported in reference 2. The 
oas ic wing was the same as that used for the investigation of reference 2 
b 
and had a removable leading-edge section extending from 0.6~ to the wing 
tip to enable various chord discontinuities to be used interchangeably. 
The basic wing had the 0.333 chord line swept back 350 , an aspect ratio 
of 3 .57, a taper ratio of 0.565, an area of 2 .975 square feet, and a 
mean aerodynamic chord of 0.942 foot. Details of the basic model are 
shown in figure 2 . Additional details of the basic model can be obtained 
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from reference 2 . The various chord discontinuities and chordwis e 
fences used in the investigation are shown in figure 3 . The chord-
extensions and chord-recessions were formed by extending or recessing 
the wing leading edge by 0.106C. Photographs of some model configura -
tions and the wake-survey apparatus used in this investi gation are 
presented as figure 4. The wake-survey appar atus consisted of a yaw-
head pitot tube mounted on a frame attached to the rear of the fuselage. 
Surface-tuft photogr aphs were made with a camera mounted outside 
the test section whereas tuft-grid photographs (see reference 5 for 
details of tuft-grid procedure) were made with an aerial camera mounted 
in the tunnel about 50 feet downstream of the model . The surface tuft s 
were attached to the wing surface 1_ inch apart with cellulose t ape 
2 
along the following chord lines: 0, 0 . 05, 0 .15, 0 . 25, 0.35, 0.45, 0 · 55, 
0.70, 0.85, and 1 . 00. The tufts in the tuft grid were 3 inches long 
and were spaced at I -inch intervals vertically and horizontally. 
Force tests, wake surveys, surface - tuft tests, and tuft-grid tests 
were made for the various model arrsngements shown in table I. The 
force tests consisted of measurements of lift, drag, and pitching moment 
through an angle - of- attack range of _60 to 390 • The wake surveys con-
s i sted of measurements of downwash and sidewash angles and dynamic 
pressure at the horizontal tail through the angle - of- attack range. The 
locations of these surveys are shown in figure 2. Surface-tuf t and 
tuft-grid tests were made for a limited angle -of-attack range. 
All force tests and wake surveys were made at a dynamic pressure of 
39.7 pounds per square foot which corresponds to a Mach number of 0.17 and 
a Reynolds number of 1 . 1 X 106 . The surface- tuft photographs were taken 
at a dynamic pressure of 24.9 pounds per square foot (R = 0.885 X 106) 
and the tuft-grid photographs were taken at a dynamic pressure of 
8 pounds per square foot (R = 0 . 493 X 106). 
CORRECTIONS 
Approximate jet-boundary corrections, based on unswept-wing concepts , 
have been applied to the angle of attack and drag coeffic ient. The 
methods of reference 6, also for unswept wings, were used to determine 
blockage corrections which were appl ied to the drag coefficient and 
dynamic pressure. Corrections to horizontal-tail -on pitching moments 
and to the measured downwash angles were determined by the methods of 
reference 7. Support-strut tares have not been applied to the data but, 
with the exception of the drag tare, are believed to be small. The 
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absolute values of the drag coeffi cient are not believed to be repre-
sentative of free -air conditions but the increments due to the various 
chord discontinuit i es are believed to be reliable. 
RESULTS AND DI SCUSSION 
Presentation of Data 
Table I is presented as an index to the figures with each model 
configuration designated by a number which will be used hereinafter. 
The following table summarizes the presentation of results of the 
present paper : 
Force data . . . .. ....... . ... . 
Flow characteristics - Wake surveys . . . . . 
Flow characteristi cs - Surface tufts and tuft grid 
Physical Nature of Flow 
Figures 
5 to 15 
16 to 20 
21 and 22 
The physical nature of the flow over the surface of the wing and 
in the wake will be treated in this section, with reference to figures 21 
and 22, to enable a better understanding of the force data . The effects 
of the fence and chord discontinuities on the flow will also be con-
sidered . Additional discuss ion of the flow will be made in a subsequent 
section of this paper . 
At low angles of attack, visual observations of a tuft attached to 
a long slender rod indicated the presence of a vortex emanating near the 
wing - fuselage juncture of the basic complete model (configuration 1) . 
This leading-edge separation vortex results from loca lized leading-edge 
separat i on and will be referred to hereinafter as the separation vortex. 
The separation vortex pr ogressed along t he leading edge of the wing to 
the tip, mixed with the tip vortex, and trailed downstream outboard of 
the horizontal tail . At angles of attack of about 60 to 80 , the separa-
tion vortex was swept from the wing leading edge (fig . 21) at about 
0.6~ and trailed off the wing t o mix with the tip vortex, the mixed 
vortices passing outboar d of the horizontal tail (fig. 22) . At h i gher 
angles of attack, the separation vortex moved tovards the plane of 
symmetry at the horizontal tail causing rapid changes in downwash angle. 
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The addition of a fence (extending around the wing leading edge 
and acting as a physical barrier to the separation vortex) having a 
b 
length of 0.527c at 0.6~ did not appreciably alter the flow over the 
2 
wing (fig. 21) or in the wake at low angles of attack. At moderate 
angles of attack, however, the fence caused a definite improvement in 
the flow over the wing outboard of the fence. The improved flow out-
board of the fence caused a higher tip loading compared with the flow 
over the plain wing at the same angle of attack thereby causing an 
increase in the stability of the wing. 
7 
The use of a chord-extension provides an aerodynamic barrier to 
the separation vortex in addition to a slight physical barrier. The 
aerodynamic barrier is a vortex along the inboard face (referred to as 
the face vortex) of the chord-extension and over the upper surface of 
the wing opposing the spanwise flow that otherwise exists from the 
separation vortex. When either a fence or chord-extension was on the 
Wing, the tip vortex appeared to be stronger, a result of the improve-
ment in flow outboard of these devices. A secondary vortex (emanating 
from the inboard face and the leading edge of the extension) was noted 
at high angles of attack along the leading edge of the chord-extensions. 
The fence or chord-extension could appreciably alter the downwash 
characteristics at the horizontal tail as will be shown in a subsequent 
section of this paper. 
Force Data 
Lift and pitching moment.- The variation of lift and pitching-moment 
coefficient with angle of attack for several model configurations for 
the W, W + F + V, and W + F + V + H is shown in figure 5. It should 
be remembered that the angle of attack of the wing alone is referred to 
the fuselage center line (figs. 1 and 2) which is the reference line for 
configurations including a fuselage. 
The data of figure 5(a) indicate that although the basic W + F + V + H 
(configuration 1) becomes longitudinally unstable at moderate angles of 
attack (about 100 ), the Wand W + F + V are stable in the same angle-
of-attack range. The instability of the basic W + F + V + H was also 
the subject of the investigations of references 1 and 2. Tests of this 
same model (reference 2) with the wing removed indicated no appreciable 
decrease in stability around 100 angle of attack. It appears, then, 
that the aforementioned separation vortex has produced an unfavorable 
variation of downwash angle with angle of attack at the horizontal tail. 
Large increases in dE/~ to values as great as 2.0, with the dynamic 
------ -----
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pressure at the tail remalnlng essentially equal to the free - stream 
value , are i ndicated for the moderate angle -of-attack range for config-
uration 1 . (See fig . 16 . ) 
A comparison of figures 5(a) to 5(d) indicates that the chord-
extension (configuration 4) or fence ( configuration 16) improves the 
stability of the Wand W + F + V slightly in the angle - of-attack 
range where configuration 1 is unstable (W + F + V + H) j the improvement 
in stabilHy of the wing, however, is small compared to the improvement 
in stability of the complete model caused by the more favorable variation 
in downwash angle with angle of attack at the horizontal tail . (See 
fig . 16 for the variation of downwash angle with angle of attack for 
several spanwise positions at the horizontal tail for configurations 1 
and 4. ) The data of figure 16(b) indicate lower values of qt/q for 
configuration 4 than for configuration 1 (~ = 80 to 120 ) which would 
tend to reduce the instability caused by high values of dE/On occurring 
for configuration 4 as well as configuration 1. Although downwash 
angles and qt/ q "' ere not measured for configuration 16, they are 
believed 8imilar to those of configuration 4 inasmuch as the pitching-
moment data are very similar for the two configurations . 
Comparisons of the effects of various chord discontinuities and 
some fence configurations on the stability and lift characteristics of 
the complete model (W + F + V + H) are presented in figures 6 to 13. 
In general , the chord discontinuities and fen ce configurations had very 
little effect on the lift and pitching moments at angles of attack less 
than about 100 and greater than about 250 . For intermediate angles of 
b 
attack, the use of a chord - extension of O . O~ with the inboard face at 
b w 2 0 . 6~ from the plane of symmetry (configuration 2) provides about 
neutral stability in the angle-of-attack range around 120 (resulting 
from favorable values of dE/On (fig . 17)) but results in a small 
unstable range around 190 angle of attack (fig. 6) where dE/da is 
greater than 1 . 0 . The data of figure 6 also indicate that the effec-
tiveness of the extension in improving the stability of the model is 
decreased by a small outboard displacement of the extension (configura-
tion 3). The effect of increasing the span of the small extension 
( configurations 2 to 4) is an increase in the effectiveness and in the 
r a nge of effectivenss of the extension (fig. 6) . 
Results of an investigation of the same basic model used in the 
present investigation reported in reference 2 indicated that lowering 
the horizontal tail from its present position (see fig. 2) to the 
fuselage center line resulted in neutral stability at about 100 angle of 
b w 
attack . In the present investigation, both the fence and the O.l~ 
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chord-extension provided neutral stability in this angle - of-attack range. 
The mechanisms of the three methods to improve the stability are dif-
ferent, however. Lowering the horizontal tail moves it to a more favora-
ble downwash region whereas the addition of a fence or chord- extension 
improves the downwash at the original tail position. 
b 
A chord-extension extending from 0.6~ to the wing tip (configura-
tion 7) affects the stability and lift characteristics of the complete 
b 
model in a manner similar to that of the O .l~ chord - extension (con -
figuration 4) having the inboard face at the same spanwise location. 
(Compare figs. 6 and 7.) Moving the face of the chord - extension out -
board decreases the stability around 100 angle of attack . 
In order to determine the influence of the profile of the inboard 
chord-extension on the lift and pitching-moment characteristics of 
configuration 4, a small flat - plate extension was investigated (config-
uration 6) . The data of figure 8 indicate that the flat - plate extension 
is much less effective than the chord - extension of configuration 4 in 
reducing the instability that occure at about 100 angle of attack for 
the basic complete model. 
Generally, the effects of the fence (configuration 16) on the 
stability of the complete model are similar to those of the chord-
extension of configuration 4 although the mechanism of the two devices 
differ considerably, as was previously mentioned. The fence was located 
b 
at 0.68~ as was the inboard face of the chord-extension . The chord -
2 
extension, however, was more effective in maintaining stability for a 
larger angle - of-attack range than was the fence (fig. 9) . 
A comparison of the effects of a single fence and multiple fences 
on the lift and pitching-moment characteristics of the complete model 
is presented in figure 10 . In the angle - of- attack range around 100 , a 
single fence is much more effective in reducing the instability of the 
basic complete model (configuration 1) than the six fences investigated. 
For a small angle - of- attack range around 200 , the six fences are more 
effective than the single fence inasmuch as instability occurs for the 
single - fence configuration. At higher angles of attack, the single-
fence configuration is more stable than the multiple-fence configuration. 
When the chord discontinuity is in the form of a recessed chord 
b 
outboard of 0 . 6~ (configuration 10), only small effects of the dis-
2 
continuity are noted on the lift and stability characterist ics of the 
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basic complete model . (Compare figs. 10 and 11 .) This is the result of 
a lack of an aerodynamic or physical barrier to the separation vortex. 
Moving the face of the recession outboard (decreasing span) does not 
appreCiably alter the effectiveness of the recession nor does cambering 
the recession . (Compare figs . 11 and 12.) Although no improvement in 
stability is obtained by recessing the chord outboard of the extension 
of configuration 4 to form configuration 5, this latter configuration 
has better stability characteristi cs than a plain chord-recession 
because of the existence of the aerodynamic and physical barriers to 
the separation vortex . (Compare figs . 11 and 13 . ) 
In general , chord- extens i ons were much more effective than chord -
recessions in reducing the inherent instability of the basic complete 
model. This instability occurred near 100 angle of attack and was 
attributable to an unfavorable vari ation of downwash angle with angle 
of attack at the horizontal tail . The single fence was more effective 
than six fences for thi s angle - of-attack range and its effects on the 
instability of the basic W + F + V + H were comparable to those of 
the best chord- extens ion (configuration 4) (see fig . 9). Although some 
of the chord discontinuities investigated eliminated the instability 
of the plain complete model (configuration 1) near 100 angle of attack, 
none provided better than neutral stability in this range. 
Drag .- The variation of drag coefficient with angle of attack for 
the basic W, W + F + V, and W + F + V + H model configurations is 
presented in figure 14. The variation of drag coefficient with angle 
of attack is presented in figure 15 for several chord - discontinuity 
configurations and a fence configuration. The chord - extension and fence 
configurations generally increase the drag coefficient at moderate and 
high angles of attack whereas the chord - recession slightly decreases 
the drag coefficient through the angle - of- attack range . 
Flow Characteristics - Wake Surveys 
The wake surveys (measurements of downwash angles, sidewash angles, 
and the dynamic pressures at the horizontal-tail location) were made 
along a line perpendicular to the plane of symmetry and passing through 
the 0.5 chord of the mean aerodynamic chord of the horizontal tail . A 
previous investigation (reference 1) had indicated the aerodynamic center 
of the tail to be near this point . Surveys were made in the plane of the 
horizontal tail only (tail removed) for configurations 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 
and 10 and these data are presented in figures 16 to 20. Curves of the 
p itching-moment coefficient plotted against angle of attack for the 
complete model (W + F + V + H) are also included in these figures. 
The data of figures 16 to 20 indicate that the downwash angle at 
the horizontal tail for all configurations varies considerably through 
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the angle - ot- attack range at all spanwise stations investigated. At 
low angles of attack, dE/~ i s fairly constant but begins to increase 
across the span at about a = 80 • At the outboard survey positions, a 
maximum value of d E/~ is reached at lower angles of attack than at 
the inboar d survey positions . At low angles of attack, the value of 
dE/~ is generally less than 0 . 5 a nd at angl es of attack between 8
0 
and 160 , depending on the spanwise station, i t becomes as large as 2 . 0 
for some configurations . 
The s i dewash angles measured in the plane of the horizontal tail 
are shown in £igures 16 to 20 . Inasmuch as the angle of sideslip was 
zero for the present investigation, it can be expected that the sidewash
 
angles on the other semispan would be approximately the same; thus, 
s i dewash would not influence the stati c longitudinal stability. 
For all configurations, the dynamic pr essure at the horizontal-tail 
position is essentially equal to the free - stream value for low angles o
f 
a t tack and begins to decrease at some moder ate angle of attack . The 
rate of decrease of qt/q is greater for outboard stations and minimum 
values o£ qt/q as low as 0 . 36 are obtained, the angle o£ attack for 
minimum qt/q varying with the spanwise stations (figs. 16 to 20). 
The configurations (2, 5, and 7) which have longitudinal stability 
characteristics similar to configuration 4 for the unstable angle - of-
attack range of configurati on 1 (about a = 90 to 140 ) generally have 
s i milar downwash and dynamic -pressure characteristics . (Compare 
f i gs . 17 to 19 . ) Configurations 1 and 10 have similar static longitudinal 
stability characteristics (figs . 10 and 11, respectively) and have about 
t he same downwash and dynamic -pressure patterns (figs . 16 and 20, 
respectively) . 
Flow Characteristics - Surface Tufts and Tuft Grid 
Surface - tuft photogr aphs (R = 0.885 x 106) are presented in 
f i gure 21 for several model configurations for the angle - of-attack range 
wher e i ns tability occurred for confi~uration 1 . Als~ presented in 
f i gure 21 are tuft-grid photographs ~R = 0 . 493 x 106) for several angles 
of attack for the wing alone £or configuration 1 . All angles o£ attack 
are referred to the fuselage center line . Inasmuch as there are only 
a few tuft - grid photographs at angles o£ attack comparable to the angles 
of attack for the surface- tuft photographs , figure 22 was prepared and 
includes intermediate and lower angles of attack to give a more complete 
wake pattern. The various chord- discontinuity and £ence configurations 
did not show any apprec~able change in the flow patterns distinguishable 
by casual observation of the photographs. The vortices on or along the 
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face of the chord-extensions were weak compared with the separation 
vortex and) thus) were masked from view at the horizontal-tail position. 
Hence) only tuft-grid photographs are presented for configuration 1. 
Configuration 1) plain wing .- Inasmuch as the physical nature of 
the flow has been discussed in a previous section) only brief considera-
tion to additional details will be discussed herein. 
The inboard movement of the separation vortex becomes apparent from 
the photographs in figures 21 and 22 for angles of attack above 90 in 
the form of a distorted vortex pattern. As the angle of attack is 
increased) the separation vortex becomes progressively larger and moves 
farther inboard. Vorticity is apparent behind almost the entire wing. 
Probing at the horizontal tail location indicated very rough flow. 
b Configurat ion 16) fence at O.6~.- In order to determine whether 
spanwise position of the fence would be critical with regard to its 
effectiveness in improving the flow over the wing surface) observations 
of the surface tufts were made with a fence probe located at different 
positions along the wing. The fence probe consisted of fence 4 (fig. 3) 
attached to a long slender rod. As the fence probe was moved inboard 
of o.6Sbw) no appreciable improvement in the flow outboard of the fence 
2 b 
was noted. Moving the fence outboard of o.68-li showed some improvement 
2 
in the flow outboard of the fence but the range of angles of attack for 
a continued improvement in flow was severely curtailed . 
Apparently) in order to be highly effective for a large angle - of-
attack range) the fence should be located very close to the point where 
the separat ion vortex begins to sweep backward from the wing leading 
edge which usually occurs at some moderate angle of attack. In addition) 
the fence should extend to) or around) the wing leading edge. Addition 
of slots or flaps to the wing) or a change in wing aspect ratio) would 
a lter the vortex behavior and would) therefore) influence the optimum 
location of the fence (reference 1) as) perhaps) would Reynolds number. 
Chord discontinuities .- Probing at low angles of attack (about 30 ) 
with the O .l~ chord - extension (configuration 4) on the wing indicated 
t he presence of vortices along the inboard and outboard faces of the 
chord - extension . These face vortices are more or less evident from 
the disturbances of the surface tufts in these regions (fig. 21) . The 
outboard face vortex was weak and) although it may have become stronger 
at higher angles of attack) it is believed that the effects of this 
vortex would be relatively small in comparison to the other vortices. 
Even at an angle of attack of 210 ) the flow over the extension was 
relatively smooth. 
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Incidentally, probing indicated a region of very low dynamic pres-
sure inboard of the chord-extension at about 35 percent of the wing chord 
at an angle of attack of 70. This region is indicated by the apparent 
bare spot among the tufts (fig. 21). 
The tuft photographs are generally similar in nature for the 
b w b w 0.3~ chord-extension (configuration 7) as for the O.l~ chord-
extension (configuration 4). (See fig. 21.) The use of the large 
chord-extension moves the entire leading edge outboard of the discon-
tinuity out of the path of the separation vortex. The vortex along 
the face of the chord-extension tends to reduce the effects of the 
separation vortex. At high angles of attack, the formation of a secondary 
vortex along the leading edge of the chord-extension is apparent from 
the photographs of figure 21. The effects on the flow of recessing the 
b w 
chord of the wing outboard of o.6~ can also be seen in figure 21. The 
flow is similar to that for the plain wing as might be expected since 
no aerodynamic or physical barriers exist to counteract the effects of 
the separation vortex. In fact, the vortex on the face of the recession 
rotates in the same direction as the separation vortex and, thus, tends 
to magnify the unstable flow at the horizontal tail caused by the 
separation vortex. The recession also effectively increases the rate 
of taper (decreases the taper ratio) which would tend to increase the 
spanwise flow. As a result, t~e recession was ineffective in decreaSing 
the instability of the plain wing configuration (W + F + V + H) as was 
previously noted. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A low-speed investigation to determine the effects of chord dis-
continuities and chordwise fences on the static longitudinal stability 
and wake characteristics of a swept-wing model has indicated the 
following conclusions: 
1. The use of a fence or 10-percent-semispan chord-extension, with 
the inboard face of the chord-extension located at the same spanwise 
location as the fence (0.68 semispan), caused a slight improvement in 
the static longitudinal stability of the basic wing alone at moderate 
angles of attack which resulted from an improvement in flow over the 
tip of the wing and higher tip loadings for a given angle of attack. 
2. A fence located at 0.68 semispan or a O.lO-percent-semispan 
chord-extension with the inboard face located at 0. 68 semispan reduced 
the instability of the complete model to neutral stability at moderate 
angles of attack. The fence acted as a physical barrier to the 
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leading- edge separ ation vortex, thereby improving the flow over the wing 
outboard of the fence . The fence , however, mainly provided a more 
favor able variation of downwash angle with angle of attack at the 
horizontal tail . The chord- extension provided an aerodynamic barrier 
to the leading- edge separ at i on vortex in the form of a vortex along the 
inboard face of the extens ion and , in addition, it provided a slight 
phys i cal barrier to the separ at i on vortex. The chord - extension also 
mainly provided a more favorable variation of downwash angle with angle 
of attack at the horizontal tail. 
3 . The chord -recessions investigated did not appreciably reduce 
the instability of the basic complete model because of the lack of a 
phys i cal or aerodynami c barrier to the separation vortex . 
Langley Aer onaut i cal Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aer onautics 
Langley Field, Va . 
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